Grangemouth Future Industry Board
12 Month Priorities (February 2021-2022)
Board Functionality
Support enhanced engagement between key businesses and the multiple public sector organisations, including:
• Strengthened alignment between the relevant Scottish public sector organisations, agreeing formal terms of reference and ways of working through GFIB, to ensure that we
can better respond to issues at Grangemouth and progress new opportunities for development bilaterally.
• Prepare a Delivery Map of upcoming opportunities to indicate where the Board can best focus its influence.

Net Zero
•

Establish a process and set the groundwork to allow for the development of a credible, ambitious and coherent net-zero transition plan.
•

Ensure that Grangemouth is supported to take its place in the Scottish Net-Zero Routemap (SNZR) (NECCUS).
•

Undertake a feasibility study to understand the potential for at scale-hydrogen opportunities.

Strategic Investment

Infrastructure

Project Development

Effective engagement
with industry on
strategic investment
activities and
opportunities.

Begin work to scope out
opportunities for
Grangemouth to
capitalise and diversify
products in line with the
transition to low carbon
transportation.

Begin work to scope
out a pipeline of
opportunities to create,
sustain and develop
jobs at the
Grangemouth industrial
cluster, including skills
development, in line
with a Just Transition.

Engagement with all
relevant policy leads
within Scottish
Government to ensure
that the export and
inward investment
plans build in footholds
for Grangemouth
interests to be realised
(important with IIP
having a priority theme
on Just Transition).

Scope up a pipeline of
infrastructure that will be
necessary for i) our
transition to net zero ii)
efficient/modern
industrial activity
Explore and determine a
strategy for the
Grangemouth Flood
Protection Scheme

Grangemouth
Regulatory Hub
Start to build an integrated
environmental regulatory
hub: a national centre of
excellence
Strengthened environmental
partnerships: a collaborative
regional transition framework.

Support Colleagues in
the delivery of the
Falkirk Growth Deal to
maximise benefits at
the Grangemouth
cluster.

Integrated environment and
land use management
hierarchy: a priorities, place
based, transition investment
plan.

Undertake a feasibility
study to understand the
potential for at scalehydrogen
opportunities.

Understand what Free Port
status could change for the
cluster and its regulatory
environment.

Resilience Planning

Ensure that the Scottish
public sector is joinedup and understands its
role in resilience
planning at
Grangemouth.

Planning to ensure all
bodies can mobilise
effectively where
necessary in the event
of an incident,
acknowledging
devolved competency.
Consider the effects of
Covid-19 and EU Exit on
Resilience Planning

